Kinetic and equilibrium studies of copper-dissolved organic matter complexation in water column of the stratified Krka River estuary (Croatia)
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1. Introduction

It is well known that in aquatic systems the dissolved natural organic matter (DNOM) plays a major role in metals speciation, affecting their bioavailability and toxicity towards micro- and macro-organisms (Buffie, 1988; Bruland and Lohan, 2004; Hirose, 2007; Sunda et al., 1987). Interaction of metals with DNOM depends on the physicochemical conditions of the system: ionic strength, pH, competition with other major and trace cations (Bruland and Lohan, 2004; Lu and Allen, 2002).

Modelling/prediction of trace metal speciation is mainly based on data obtained under conditions which are defined as stationary (assumption of equilibrium). However, dynamic feature of chemical reactions in natural systems leads to non-equilibrium conditions. Systems such as rivers, lakes, estuaries and oceans surface could be under permanent, highly fluctuating physicochemical changes, generating metal speciation far from equilibrium (Hering and Morel, 1989, 1990; Langford and Cook, 1995).

It has been shown that in marine environments kinetics of trace metal complexation can be considerably lowered, mainly because of...
considered. River estuary having low concentrations of metal and organic matters under equilibrium conditions and under kinetic regime. For this purpose, compare copper-DNOM complexing parameters under assumption of procedure and a modelling scheme in order to determine and equilibrium. As this equilibrium is a simplification (Cheng and Allen, 2006), deobtaining serics (Cheng and Allen, 2006), deobtainingics (Cheng and Allen, 2006), deobtaining 1999; Van der Lee and De Windt, 2000; Dudal and Gerard, 2004 and references therein). As a consequence, an overestimation of the metal toxicity could arise. Thus, if reactions are slow, the application of speciation models to natural water systems requires knowledge about kinetics. There are no available analytical techniques capable to measure “true” non-equilibrium metal speciation in natural systems. A few attempts for in-situ electrochemical measurements are first step in obtaining “real-time” metal speciation in dynamic aquatic environments (Tercier-Waeber et al., 2005 and references therein). Such analyses provide information about operationally defined fraction of trace metals with respect to the applied analytical procedure. Further efforts to develop long-lasting and robust electrochemical sensors with high sensitivity and selectivity to different metal species are needed.

An alternative approach directed to explore dynamic nature of metal speciation is to study kinetics of chemical reactions induced by the addition of metal ions or other complexing ligand. In few papers, ligand exchange kinetics were applied to study the release of metal already bound to DNOM (e.g. Hassan et al., 2008; Fasfous et al., 2004; Langford and Cook, 1995). However, an important aspect in the dynamic metal speciation studies is to predict the kinetics of metal complexation by DNOM excited by the increase of metal concentration. Few studies were performed in order to characterize the kinetics of organic ligands complexation with trace metals using simple ligands such as EDTA and/or extracted humic substances (Ma et al., 1999; Hering and Morel, 1989, 1990), or natural sample but with high dissolved organic carbon (DOC) contents (Achterberg et al., 2002). The outcome of such experiments contributes to the global knowledge of the trace metal behaviour in natural aquatic systems.

Due to low organic carbon content (8–83 µM; Vetter et al., 2007) associated with trace levels of metals (rarely higher than some nM), the study of DNOM binding properties in unpolluted systems remains complex, needing convenient analytical techniques usable at very low metal and carbon concentrations. Among all the analytical techniques developed for trace metal analysis and speciation (GFAAS, ICP, MS, ISE, etc.), voltammetric and potentiometric stripping techniques and particularly the differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetry (DPASV) are suitable to apply in natural conditions, especially in a chloride media without any pre-treatments, minimizing possible DNOM structural or physico-chemical modifications (Buffle and Tercier-Waeber, 2005).

The aim of this study is to develop and to explore an analytical procedure and a modelling scheme in order to determine and compare copper-DNOM complexing parameters under assumption of equilibrium conditions and under kinetic regime. For this purpose, samples from water column of the non-polluted highly stratified Krka River estuary having low concentrations of metal and organic mater (but with expected seasonal increase of copper concentration) were studied. Dynamics of copper complexation and corresponding speciation scheme initiated by the increased copper concentration were considered.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sampling site and sampling procedure

The Krka River is a medium sized non-contaminated river of 49 km of length with an average flow measured over the last 50 years varying between 40 and 60 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (Bonacci et al., 2006). The Krka River estuary starts below waterfalls (Skrdalski buk) and ends at the mouth of the Šibenik channel. Along the estuary total length of 23.5 km, water column is permanently stratified because of a sheltered geography and a low tidal range (20–50 cm). Due to low anthropogenic activities (Cukrov et al., 2008), Krka River and its estuary are oligotrophic (DOC content under 83 µM), with ultratrace levels of heavy metals (Elbaz-Pouliquet et al., 1991). However, during summer the total copper concentration increases, mainly because of nautical traffic (Omanovic et al., 2006).

Numerous studies have been performed in the Krka River estuary (e.g. special issue of Marine Chemistry, 1991, volume 32). According to these studies the most dynamic layer in the water column is the freshwater–sea-water interface (FSI), on which an accumulation of biologically produced organic matter and associated contaminants (e.g. trace metals) could occur (Žutić and Legović, 1987; Svensen et al., 2006). Unfortunately, only one paper dealing with an interaction of trace metals with NOM has been published up to now (Plavić et al., 2009), where an overview of the copper complexing capacity in the Krka River estuary was presented, showing that the concentration of ligands forming inert copper complexes remained at the same level as 25 years ago.

Samples for our study were collected on the 20th of April 2007 and 1 year later on the 6th of March 2008 in the Krka River estuary (Croatia, Fig. 1). Four samples in 2007 and four in 2008 were taken on a depth profile near the scientific marine station “Martinska”, Ruder Bošković Institute (Point 2 on the map, GPS coordinates: 43°44′ 07.92 N, 15°52′39.61 E) located in front of Šibenik town. Depth profile samples were taken by scuba-diving in pre-cleaned 1 L FEP (Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene, Nalgene) bottles. The salinity of samples ranged from 5 to 38 in 2007 and from 13 to 38 in 2008. Two additional samples (denoted as “end-members” of the profiles) were taken in 2008: the first one was sampled in the Krka River (Point 1 on the map, GPS coordinates: 43°48′12.42 N, 15°58′18.48 E) and represents fresh water which inflows into the estuary and the second one was taken in the sea (Point 3 on the map, GPS coordinates: 43°42′44.88 N, 15°47′43.98 E) out of the estuary direct influence. Both samples were collected at 0.2 m depth in 1 L FEP bottles (Nalgene). Data points for these two end-member samples are marked in the figures by individual symbols (at depth 0 and — 8.5 m). All samples were filtered on-site through 0.45 µm pre-cleaned cellulose nitrate filter (Sartorius) and stored in pre-cleaned 500 mL FEP or PFA bottles (PerFluoroAlkoxy, Nalgene) at 4 °C in the dark until analysis (for voltammetric experiments). Samples for DOC measurements were stored in glass tubes (Shimadzu), which are combusted in an oven (Herrmann Moritz, Four MF4) at 450 °C during 4 h to remove carbon.

2.2. Chemicals and instrumentation

All the vessels used were cleaned with 10% nitric acid (Fisher Scientific, analytical grade) and rinsed with ultra-pure water (Milli-pore Milli-Q system), Copper solutions (0, 100 and 1000 µM) used for titration were prepared from AAS copper standard (1 g L$^{-1}$). Fluka. Acidification of samples, when needed, was performed using 65% HNO$_3$ (Merck, Suprapur).

Concentrations of DOC were determined using a TOC-V analyser (Shimadzu), calibrated using sodium hydrogenophtalate standard solutions, with an accuracy of 0.8 µM.

All voltammetric measurements were carried out with voltammetric analyser PSTAT10 or PGSTAT12 (EcoChemie, Utrecht, The Netherlands) controlled by GPES 4.9 software (Eco Chemie) coupled with the three electrodes system of 663VA Stand (Metrohm, Swiss). The working
electrode was a static mercury drop electrode (SMDE) (size 1.0 mm² of area), while a platinum wire was used as a counter electrode. Potentials were given vs. Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) reference electrode. 20 ml of a sample, supported in a PFA electrochemical cell (Metrohm), was stirred with a Teflon rotating stirrer at 3000 rpm. Dissolved oxygen was removed from the solution prior to analysis by purging with ultra-pure nitrogen for at least 15 min. To exclude evaporation of the sample, a water-saturated nitrogen blanket was maintained above the solution surface during the whole experiment. All experiments were performed at room temperature (24±2 °C). pH was controlled by a pH meter (Metrohm, 713 PHM) with a combined pH micro-electrode (Mettler, Inlab422, reference electrode: Ag/AgCl [KCl 3.0 M]). Initial pH values in all analysed samples were between 7.9 and 8.1. During the titration, pH increased from 0.3 up to 0.5 unity of pH because of partial removal of carbonates from the solution (CO₂ degassing). Copper speciation is thus partly changed in the cell-solution during titration, however according to simulation using VisualMINTEQ, a change of copper portion associated with strong organic ligands at the ambient conditions in the water column is negligible. Finally, the used method (DPASV) determines conditional complexation parameters (dependent on the applied procedure), and non-ideal conditions are common for such a type of study. For the speciation calculation, a pH value of 8.5 was defined for all the samples. Three automatic burettes (Cavro XE 1000 syringe pumps, Tecan, Swiss) were used to automate copper titration.

The conditions used for DPASV measurements of electro-labile copper were already presented (see Louis et al., 2008). The important point is the deposition time which is divided in two parts: (i) 297 s at a deposition potential (Edep) of −0.5 V and (ii) 3 s at a deposition potential of −1.6 V. This strong negative potential allows the removal of surface active substances which may adsorb at the electrode surface, producing artefacts on copper stripping peak and inaccuracy on the determination of DNOM/Cu binding parameters (Louis et al., 2008). The other parameters used are a pulse amplitude of 25 mV, a potential step increment of 2.5 mV, a time between pulses of 0.1 s with a pulse duration of 0.05 s. The potential was scanned from −0.6 V to 0.05 V or to 0.2 V depending on the sample salinity.

Total dissolved copper concentrations (CuT) were determined in acidified and UV-digested sample (3 h on the Metrohm 705 UV Digester, or 12 h under 150 W Hg lamp) by a standard addition method (duplicate DPASV measurements on the unspiked sample followed by four or five additions of standard Cu solution) (Capodaglio et al., 1995; Omanović et al., 2006). Detection limit for copper under applied experimental conditions was estimated to 2×10⁻¹⁰ M.

2.3. Experiment design and modelling

20 ml of each sample was titrated with copper, covering concentration range from 0.5 nM to about 800 nM. A titration with copper additions with consistently distributed concentrations along the logarithmic scale (Garnier et al., 2004b) was applied (similar increments in log[CuT]). After each copper addition, DPASV measurements were repeated each 6 min (corresponding to the minimal time...
In this way 20 voltammograms per addition, representing the labile part of copper, were obtained within 2 h. These repetitive voltammograms were used in the kinetic study (Fig. 2B). After these 2 h, two additional voltammograms were recorded, which were used for the at-equilibrium analysis (Fig. 2A). For each sample, at least 12 copper additions were performed to accomplish titration.

Peak area was chosen as a characteristic signal value and further used for the calculation of labile copper concentrations according to the sensitivity obtained at the end of the titration curve (measured peak area vs. added total Cu concentrations). This linear part of the titration curve corresponds to copper concentrations at which ligands active sites responsible for copper complexation are nearly saturated. At least four end-points were used for the sensitivity calculation.

2.3.1. At-equilibrium approach

Classical way to characterize DNOM reactivity toward metals consists in applying a conceptual model, which could be either a discrete (Lenoble et al., 2008; Sposito, 1981; Tipping et al., 1998; Town and Filella, 2000) or a continuous (Benedetti, 2006; Dzombak et al., 1986; Kinniburgh et al., 1996) distribution of binding sites. Fitting of the obtained experimental data could be performed using linear (Muller et al., 2001; Ružić, 1982; Scatchard, 1949) or non-linear methods (Dudal and Gerard, 2004 and references therein; Huber et al., 2002; Lu and Allen, 2002).

According to DNOM structural heterogeneity, mono- and multi-dentate ligands could be expected (Tipping et al., 1998). However, it has been shown in a theoretical study that the corresponding binding parameters are often inaccurately determined (Garnier et al., 2005) due to experimental and fitting uncertainties. Therefore in this study, DNOM binding properties towards copper were modelled using a discrete distribution of mono-dentate binding ligands ($L_i$), each defined by 2 parameters: a total site concentration ($L_{iT}$) and a conditional stability constant ($K_i^{equ}$) (Garnier et al., 2004a; Sposito, 1981).

Association between copper and a mono-dentate ligand ($L_i$) could be described by the following equation:

$$Cu^{2+} + L_i \overset{K_i^{equ}}{\leftrightarrow} CuL_i^{2+} \quad \text{with} \quad K_i^{equ} = \frac{[CuL_i^{2+}]}{[Cu^{2+}] \times [L_i]} \quad (1)$$

where $[Cu^{2+}]$ and $[L_i]$ are free copper and i-th ligand concentration, respectively.

In this study, the DNOM reactivity was only described by interactions toward Cu$^{2+}$. Indeed, the characterisation of DNOM interactions with competition cations such as H$^+$ or Ca$^{2+}$ necessitates additional experiments, after numerous and time consuming DNOM concentration/purification steps (e.g. Louis et al., 2009) which is not the object of this study. So, the mass balance for the i-th ligand is restricted to the equation:

$$\Delta t \cdot \text{Cu}_t \text{labile} = \Delta t \cdot \text{Cu}_t \text{total} - \Delta t \cdot \text{Cu}_t \text{labile} \quad (2)$$

DPASV measurement leads to the determination of the electrolabile Cu fraction ([Cu$_{labile}$]), which mostly corresponds to inorganic copper complexes, while a difference between a total (Cu$_T$) and a labile Cu fraction corresponds to organic complexes ($\sum$[Cu$_i^{2+}$]), non-labile under the chosen voltammetric parameter conditions. The relation between free and labile copper concentrations could be expressed as:

$$[Cu_i^{2+}] = \alpha [Cu]_{labile} \quad (3)$$

where $\alpha$ is the side reaction coefficient.

Inorganic chemical composition of solution and pH was taken into account to calculate the inorganic speciation of copper, and so the $\alpha$ value for each experimental data point, using thermodynamic stability constants from MINEQL and MINTEQ databases.

For each sample, determination of the at-equilibrium complexing parameters ($L_{iT}$, $K_i^{(10^5)}$) was performed by fitting a measured set of electro-labile copper concentrations, using the software PROSECE (Garnier et al., 2004b). An example of experimental data set and fitting curve is shown in Fig. 2A. Data are fitted using 1- and 2-ligands models and the one leading to a statistically better fit is chosen. A validation of data fitting procedure was elaborated in details by Garnier et al. (2004b). Although the physico-chemical structure of these one or two classes of natural ligands is unknown, their presumption is often sufficient to correctly describe the DNOM-metal properties in the natural environment (Town and Filella, 2000).

For each of the optimised binding parameters, a confidence interval value is calculated by PROSECE as the maximal absolute variation (in percentage) of the parameter value corresponding to a 10% increase of the fitting error (sum of the difference between measured and calculated concentrations expressed in log) (Louis et al., 2009).

Fig. 2. Sample of salinity 13 (2008) titrated with copper in logarithmic increments. (A)–at-equilibrium obtained experimental points (■), dotted line: non-complexing line, full line: fitting curve. (B)–fitting of the kinetic experimental data (●) for the copper concentration indicated on the plot (A), dashed line: total metal, full line: fitting curve, ◊–data used for at-equilibrium fitting, △–estimated Cu$_{labile}$ value at 0 s of equilibration time.
2.3.2. Kinetic approach

Interaction between copper and a mono-dentate ligand ($L_i$) could be described by the following pseudo-first order reaction:

$$\text{Cu}^{2+} + L_i \overset{k_i^{1}}{\rightarrow} \text{CuL}^{2+} \quad \text{with} \quad k_i^{1} = k_i^{\text{eq}}$$

(4)

where $k_i^{1}$ ($\text{Ms}^{-1}$) and $k_i^{-1}$ ($\text{s}^{-1}$) are the association and dissociation rate constants, respectively.

Association/dissociation rates for inorganic copper complexes are known to be high, and so the corresponding reactions are supposed to be at-equilibrium (Buffle, 1988). The rate of concentration change after addition of copper(II) ions for $i$ organic ligands can be described by:

$$\frac{d\text{Cu}^{2+}}{dt} = \sum_i \left( -k_i^{1}[\text{Cu}^{2+}] [L_i] + k_i^{-1}[\text{CuL}^{2+}] \right)$$

(5)

For each sample, the $\alpha$ value is determined from the results of the PROSECE fitting of the at-equilibrium titration measurements. Using Eq. (3), the Eq. (5) could be rearranged, and for one organic ligand it reads:

$$\frac{d\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}}{dt} = -k_1^{1}[\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}][L_1] + k_1^{-1} [(\text{CuL})_1 - (\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}})]$$

(6)

and for two organic ligands:

$$\frac{d\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}}{dt} = -\frac{1}{\alpha} \left( k_1^{1}[\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}][L_1] - (\text{CuL})_1 - (\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}) \right) + \frac{k_1^{-1}}{\alpha} [(\text{CuL})_1 - (\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}})]$$

(7)

For one set of kinetic binding parameters values ($L_i, k_i^{1}$ and $k_i^{-1}$), calculation of $\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}$ for each equilibration time is carried out by numerical integration of functions (6) or (7). This integration implies the definition of an additional parameter, $\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}$ Concentration at 0s of equilibration time (Fig. 2B, open triangle). This “initial” labile copper concentration could be estimated either numerically (sum of the equilibrated $\text{Cu}_{\text{labile}}$ concentration from the previous addition and the added Cu) or graphically (initial trend of the curve [Cu_{labile}] vs. time). As this parameter could have considerable impact on the obtained results, its accurate estimation is of essential importance.

Modifying the PROSECE algorithm (Garnier et al., 2004b), a new program (available on request) devoted for the kinetic data fitting has been written. Calculation algorithms were written using a platform of the numerical calculation program Octave (freeware). The fitting code consisted in an integration subroutine (LSODE function) coupled to an optimisation loop. Experimental data (i.e. the measured Cu_{labile} concentrations vs. equilibration time after Cu addition to a sample) were fitted using 1- or 2-ligands model, with the number of ligands determined by at-equilibrium approach. For each addition, the optimal set of binding parameters was obtained, from which the average value and a standard deviation were calculated. An example of data set and fitting curve is shown in Fig. 2B.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Salinity, DOC and copper depth profiles

The salinity (Fig. 3A), the dissolved organic carbon (Fig. 3B) and the total dissolved copper concentration (Fig. 3C) profiles showed the same trend of vertical distribution between the two sampling campaigns (in 2007 and in 2008) (Table 1). All three profiles indicate a well stratified water column with three different regions: (i) an upper brackish layer, (ii) a thin Freshwater / Seawater Interface (FSI) layer (thickness less than 50 cm) at a depth of about 1.5 m where the salinity sharply increases and (iii) the bottom seawater layer.

The main difference which can be observed between 2007 and 2008 is a higher salinity of brackish surface layer in 2008 with a measured value of 13, compared to only 5 in 2007 (Fig. 3A). This difference could be explained by a lower river flow for the period of sampling in 2008 (~22 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ comparing to ~37 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ in 2007), favoured by stronger wind which caused enhanced mixing of layers. In 2007, an enhanced biological activity at the surface water layer has been visually observed, not noticeable in 2008.

It can be observed that in the freshwater sample, the measured DOC concentration (43.2 ± 0.9 µM) was half of the concentration found in the seawater sample (80.0 ± 1.7 µM). This characteristic has already been observed (Cauwet, 1991) for this river, showing that it is a very clean system, submitted to very low anthropogenic inputs.

DOC observed variations according to salinity followed a parabolic trend (full line, inset Fig. 3B) and not the dilution line of a conservative mechanism (short dash, inset Fig. 3B). It means that in the estuarine

---

Fig. 3. Salinity (A), DOC (B) and total dissolved copper (C) depth profiles of samples taken in 2007 (A) and in 2008 (A); marked area represents the depth range where FSI layer occurred for both 2007 and 2008 sampling events. Insets: Same parameters in relation to salinity. Full and dashed lines represent parabolic and conservative variations of DOC (B) and total dissolved copper (C), respectively.
mixing zone, there was an additional source of carbon. Ahel et al. (1996) have already observed in this same estuary an enhanced biological activity in the FSI layer. Knowing that the major part of the DNOM in the aquatic environment is due to degradation or exudation from living organisms (Buffie, 1988), this exacerbated biological activity can explain the higher amount of dissolved organic carbon found in this layer.

Concerning total dissolved copper concentrations, it can be underlined that in the freshwater sample taken in the Krka River, measured concentration is very low, about $2.4 \pm 0.1$ nM. Comparison of this value with the one measured 20 years earlier ($1.78$ nM) in the same river (Elbaz-Poulichet et al., 1991) shows that the Krka River maintains very low concentrations of trace metals owing to the efficient mechanism of self-purification (Cukrov et al., 2008) and the absence of significant anthropogenic sources. The observed variations of total Cu concentrations with salinity also followed a parabolic trend (full line, inset Fig. 3C). Such increase of metal concentration in the FSI layer has already been described for a vertical profile of this (Elbaz-Poulichet et al., 1991) and other estuaries (Baeyens et al., 1997; Waeles et al., 2004, 2005), and is attributed to a particulate/dissolved metal exchange. When riverine particular organic matter negatively charged reaches the FSI, its ionic charge becomes neutral, due to major cations adsorption, leading to particles coagulation. These cations compete with trace metals initially bound at the particle surface, leading to metal release into the dissolved phase.

### 3.2. Copper-dissolved organic matter complexing parameters

In Fig. 4A and B, the depth profiles of ligand concentrations and apparent stability constants calculated with at-equilibrium approach are presented, respectively. All the obtained values are gathered in Table 1. The river end-member sample was described by only one ligand with a low concentration ($16.3 \pm 0.6$ nM) associated with a quite high stability constant ($\log K_{eq} = 10.9 \pm 0.1$), ascribed to the class of strong ligands ($L_1$). This high apparent stability constant is expected to decrease from the river to the sea, due to the increase of major divalent cations competition effect. So, reaching the estuarine zone, this “riverine ligand” will have a decreasing affinity toward copper to the order of magnitude of this of the weaker class of ligands ($L_2$) found in the estuarine samples. This effect was described by Hamilton-Taylor et al. (2002), studying copper speciation in estuarine conditions for a humic acid.

The sea end-member sample is characterized by 2 ligands ($L_1$ and $L_2$) with lower concentrations ($6.1 \pm 0.2$ and $58.0 \pm 1.4$ nM, respectively) and higher stability constants ($12.3 \pm 0.1$ and $10.0 \pm 0.1$, respectively) compared to other samples of the estuary profile. Differences of the two end-member samples characteristics could partly be linked to different DNOM sources: terrigeneous in the river, and autochthonous in the seawater. This hypothesis could be supported by the DOC increase observed along the salinity gradient, linked to an in-situ DNOM production, probably by biota known to produce strong ligands (McKnight and Morel, 1979; Coale and Bruland, 1988).

In case of conservative water mixing, it is expected that the ligands concentrations should also be conservative. However, the same is not expected for copper stability constants which are salinity dependent, as explained before. Shank et al. (2004) observed a conservative trend of ligand concentration in the organic-rich Cape Fear estuary, where terrigeneous humic substances are the principal source of DNOM due to high river flow associated to low biological activity. In the Krka River estuary, for both campaigns, non-conservative behaviour was observed for ligands concentrations (Fig. 4A, solid line). The same is valid when observing the site densities (ratios of ligand to DOC concentrations) for the 2008 results: from 31 $\mu$g g$^{-1}$ in the river, reaching 115 $\mu$g g$^{-1}$ at the surface of the estuary, decreasing to
80 μeq g⁻¹ in the FSI and to 60 μeq g⁻¹ in the seawater layer. Decreasing ligand concentrations from the FSI to the sea water layer was already observed in the Narragansett Bay by Wells et al. (1998).

The stability constants values obtained in this study increased from the estuary surface to the bottom (Fig. 4B), implying stronger ligands in the seawater layer. It could be explained by a production of autochthonous organic matter, originating from the biological activity (Fig. 3B).

The at-equilibrium binding parameters determined for the 2008 samples were incorporated in the speciation program MINEQL to calculate copper speciation with respect to salinity and total copper concentration depth profiles. The obtained depth profile for the organic copper fraction (Fig. 4C) showed a minimum in the FSI layer in spite of the strong increase of total copper concentration and the increase (respectively decrease) of weak (respectively strong) ligand concentration. The inorganic copper fraction increased in the FSI layer, leading to free copper concentration (in inset, Fig. 4C) as high as 20 pM, two times higher than the toxicity limit for marine phytoplankton defined by Sunda et al. (1987) (dotted line in inset of Fig. 4C). The same tendency was observed for the 2007 samples (data not shown), even stronger as the calculated free copper concentration reached 77 pM in the FSI.

Calculated total ligand concentrations were in positive correlation with the measured total copper concentrations (data not shown). So, the complexing properties of the DNOM present in the estuary seemed to be in a great extent controlled by the autochthonous DNOM produced at the estuary surface, probably by biological activity (Svensen et al., 2006). Despite a higher density of binding sites, these additional ligands were not sufficient to completely buffer the increase of dissolved copper in the FSI, probably coming from particles release.

It could be reasonable to assume that at the FSI layer an exchange of the copper complexation ligands type occurs: from riverine ligands to marine ligands. It was recently showed by Wang and Chakrabarti (2008) that attainment of the copper complexation equilibrium with spiked EDTA in model solution of SRFA and HA took at least overnight (12 h). Accordingly, the copper complexation properties determined for the samples taken at the FSI and taking into account ligands exchange, could be considered as transitional, representing a dynamic exchange conditions in this layer.

In order to determine the complexing parameters, experimental curves obtained with kinetic approach as the one shown in Fig. 2B were fitted by discrete models as explained in Section 2.3.2. Average binding parameters \( \Delta E^G \) and \( \log k^{eq} \) obtained for each studied sample using the kinetic approach were compared to the same parameters obtained using the at-equilibrium approach. Results showed a good agreement between both techniques (Fig. 5). It could be noticed that almost all “kinetic” stability constant are higher for about 0.2 logarithm units (Fig. 5B). We suppose that this small deviation could arise from uncertainty in Cu_{labile} (at 0 s) estimation and/or from insufficient waiting time in the at-equilibrium approach.

Although leading to similar results, these two approaches of data fitting should be considered as complementary. By fitting experimental data, the at-equilibrium approach allows averaging uncertainty due to analysis errors and as the comprised range of metal/ligand ratio is more important, it leads to a better estimation of the ligands concentration. However, this approach supposes that after each addition a new pseudo-equilibrium is reached. The kinetic approach treats all the data points after each addition, and allows determining for each class of ligands not only the stability constant \( K^{eq} \) but its association \((k^i_1)\) and dissociation \((k_i^{-1})\) rate constants. Still, one should be aware that there are obstacles such as (i) uncertainty in the estimation of the labile copper concentration at 0 s of equilibration time, (ii) most of the curves (all except for the few last copper additions) are fitted under conditions of non-saturated ligands, and (iii) at the lowest total copper concentrations, when the curvature of the labile copper concentration versus the equilibration time is well defined, the measured labile copper concentrations are close to the detection limit of the DPASV method, and so quite noise affected.

3.2.1. Variation of association / dissociation constants and their application in the prediction of dynamics of copper complexation by DNOM

The association constants values obtained for both campaigns were systematically higher for the strong class of ligands (log \( k^1_1 \) average value of 4.11) compared to the weak class (average value of 3.5) (Table 1). Variation of the dissociation constants was bigger (log \( k_i^{-1} \) and log \( k_j^{-1} \) average values of – 8.2 and – 6.1, respectively). The range of obtained association/dissociation constants values is comparable to those from the literature, even if there are scarce and rarely concern DNOM.
Raspor et al. (1980) observed a strong decrease of EDTA association rate toward different trace metals with increasing divalent cations concentrations, and pointed out the major role of calcium. The slow association rate of the ligands analysed in our study could be equally linked to a competition between copper and major divalent cations vs the DNOM binding sites. Indeed, DNOM complexation with copper needs a preliminary dissociation of DNOM complexes with major cations, which could be slow (Hering and Morel, 1989). Raspor et al. (1980) have calculated $k_1$ values vs Pb in different seawater samples ranging from 3.2 to 3.6. Taking into account that Cu is known to form stronger complexes with EDTA than Pb, its association constants should be slightly higher. Ligands analysed in our study showed association constants in the same range of values, even if the transposition of constants from different ligands with different trace metals is not obvious (although it is the assumption of the linear free energy relationship (LFER) (Hirose, 2006)).

Hering and Morel (1989), studying salinity influence on copper complexation by a mixture of EDTA and extracted humic substances, have supposed that copper association rate with extracted EDTA than Pb, its association constants should be slightly higher. Ligands analysed in our study showed association constants in the same range of values, even if the transposition of constants from different ligands with different trace metals is not obvious (although it is the assumption of the linear free energy relationship (LFER) (Hirose, 2006)).

Ma et al. (1999) have studied the kinetic of copper association with extracted humic acid in presence of calcium. According to the equation describing the kinetic copper complexation with ligands (see Eq. (5)), they defined association constants as, $k_i^o = k_i^{1} \times L_i$ assuming that $L_i$ corresponds to the total concentration of ligand ($L_{iT}$) and not the free one, which dramatically simplifies the fitting procedure. Applying our program and using their values obtained for the strongest ligand concentration ($L_{iT}$) and association rate ($k_i^{1}$), the log of corresponding association constant could be estimated to 3.2. Despite different analytical conditions (artificial sample, higher total copper and humic acid contents, potentiometric detection), this value is of the same order as those obtained in our study.

The dissociation constants obtained for the weak ligands (log $k_2$ average value of $-6.1$) were lower than the value of $-5$ obtained by Fasfous et al. (2004) for a model solution of Laurentian river fulvic acid. This difference could partly be explained by their different analytical conditions: pH 5 and a low ionic strength (6 µM).

The strong ligand noticeable for the 2008 samples indicated a very slow dissociation constant (log $k_1$ of $-8$), showing the importance of strong complexing sites which were able to strongly complex copper and so can easily dominate metal speciation in the environment.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the complexing parameters (A–ligands concentrations and B–stability constant) obtained by the kinetic and the at-equilibrium approaches for samples taken in 2007 (○,△) and 2008 (●,▲). Parameters obtained for strong (○,●) and weak (△,▲) complexes.

Fig. 6. (A)–comparison of total copper concentration profiles for 2008 (▲) and those obtained by Omanović et al. (2006) (X). Dashed line represents projection of total copper concentration profile (see text for details). (B)–corresponding free copper concentration for 2008 (●) and for the projected profile (♦); dotted line represents toxicity limit (see text). (C)–reaction time of organically complexed Cu (calculations according to the projected profile),–kinetics for 50% (♦), and for 99% (◊).
From these data, it can be deduced that the main difference in DNOM reactivity for strong ligands was mainly due to their very small dissociation constants. Generally, the small increase of association constants coupled with a decrease of the dissociation ones explained the higher stability constants ($K^{app}$) found in samples of higher salinity. These experiments gave us important additional information on DNOM reactivity in natural system. The obtained data are essential for ecosystems that are periodically or often under dynamic conditions where new equilibration processes can significantly change metal speciation.

According to Cukrov et al. (2008), the Krka River has a small input of copper to the estuary along the year. However, Omanović et al. (2006) observed increased copper concentration in the surface layer during the summer, probably due to traffic of tourist’s boats, with total copper concentrations higher than 12 nM (Fig. 6A, crosses). Our results from 2008 are given for comparison (Fig. 6A, triangles). A simplified simulated total copper concentration depth profile (Fig. 6A, dashed line) was defined in order to trace response of the copper speciation induced by its increased content. For the simulated increased copper concentration, the calculated free copper contents for each depth in the upper layer overpassed the toxicity limit of 10 pM defined by Sunda et al. (1987), contrary to our values obtained in the 2008 samples (Fig. 6B open diamonds and diamonds, respectively).

To predict the dynamics of copper complexation in the water column of the Krka River estuary, dependences of $C_{t,lab}$, concentrations versus equilibration time (from 0 to 500 min) were calculated for the given depth profile of total copper concentrations (data not shown). From the obtained curves, time for 50% ($t^{50}$) and for 99% ($t^{99}$) of copper complexation was determined (Fig. 6C). The fastest achievement of a new equilibrium initiated by copper additions was observed for surface and sea water samples. Half of the total metal complexation was accomplished in 25 min and the pseudo-equilibrium was reached in 2 h 30 min ($t^{99}$). In the FSI layer, longer time was needed, with $t^{99}$ values reaching 4 h 30 min. The sample at salinity 19 (depth = 1.2 m) compared to the sample at salinity 19 (depth = 1.1 m) showed slightly lower free copper concentrations but considerably longer equilibration times (Fig. 6B and C). The difference in free copper concentration is attributed to the presence of an additional stronger ligand ($L_1$) at the point of salinity 31 (see Fig. 4A and B), not present at the point of salinity 19. The difference in equilibration time is attributed to slower association rates (see Table 1).

Taking into account the hydrodynamic variations expected in such an estuary, these long equilibration times are not negligible and indicate that the studied system is often not at equilibrium, particularly at the mixing interface between fresh and sea waters, where major biogeochemical processes occur.

4. Conclusion

Two comparative approaches were used to study copper-dissolved natural organic matter (DNOM) interaction in the water column of the stratified Krka River estuary: (i) an at-equilibrium and (ii) a kinetic approach. Both approaches are based on the measurement of labile copper complexes at increasing total copper concentration by DPASV.

Obtained results revealed non-conservative behaviour of total dissolved copper and DOC distribution along the salinity gradient. Owing to the software developed for the fitting of experimental data for both at-equilibrium and kinetic model, one or two discrete classes of natural ligands forming inert copper complexes were resolved. For the surface brackish layer, copper complexation is characterized by only one class of ligands with relatively low concentration (16.3 nM) and quite high apparent stability constant (log $K^{app}$ = 10.9), while for most of the other samples, two classes of binding ligands were distinguished (log $K^{app}$: 11.2–13.0, log $K^{app}$: 8.8–10.0). An increase of apparent stability constants with the salinity indicated stronger interaction of copper with autochthonous ligands produced in-situ as a result of biological activity.

Although a kinetic approach is not common in the determination of metal complexation parameters, our results validated its applicability and reliability in the determination of apparent stability constants and ligand concentrations. In addition, the kinetic model provided a calculation of the association/dissociation rate constants, allowing evaluation of the dynamic properties of copper complexation. Relatively slow formation rates of copper complexation ($K_2$: 6.1–20 × 10^{-3} (M s)^{-1}; $K_1$: 1.3–6.3 × 10^{-3} (M s)^{-1}) indicate that in the water column of the Krka River estuary, an achievement of the pseudo-equilibrium (99%) of copper complexation (induced by copper concentration increase) could last up to 4 h 30 min.

In spite of the fact that the Krka River estuary is considered as non-polluted, an increase of the copper concentration in surface water layers above 10 nM (as a consequence of the copper dissolution from the anti-fouling boats coatings) could take place during summer season. Taking into account very low DOC content, it is estimated that the concentration of toxic copper specie (free ion, Cu^{2+}) could surpass the toxic threshold level ($10^{-11}$ M). Considering slow kinetics of copper complexation, this toxic concentration could be even higher than its equilibrium value.

Obtained results confirmed that in water systems subjected to fast and frequent physico-chemical perturbations, metal speciation is often not at equilibrium. Thus, the dynamic properties of metal complexation should be provided in addition to the metal speciation data predicted by numerical models, which assume equilibrium conditions.

In order to better describe, understand and be able to predict the copper behaviour and cycling at the very location of the Krka River estuary, more frequent samplings at characteristic points of this stratified estuary are envisaged and other are in course.
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